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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION OF COURT 
Jurisdiction of the Court is invoked under Rule 3(a), Utah 
Rules of Appellate Procedure. At issue is the lower court's 
determination concerning the reasonableness of compensation paid, 
and to be paid to the managing partner of a partnership* 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL 
1. Whether the management fees paid by Revco were reaso-
nable compensation for services rendered by Jet Star Industries, 
the managing partner* 
2. Whether the court can reject uncontroverted expert 
testimony on the question of reasonableness of executive compen-
sation* 
3. Whether the court has authority to render a decision on 
issues not raised before or during trial and unsupported by the 
record. 
4. Whether the court may rewrite an agreement to include 
terms not contemplated by the parties. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Respondent, New Century Enterprises, commenced this action, 
alleging in its complaint (Rec. at 2-19) that appellant, Jet 
NOTE: For purposes of brevity, the following abbreviations will 
be used: "Rec." refers to the original papers filed in this 
matter; "Tr." refers to the transcript of proceedings; "Ex." 
refers to the exhibits admitted into evidence; "U.C.A." refers to 
Utah Code Annotated, 1953, as amended; and "Adndm." refers to the 
Addendum to this Brief.) 
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Star Industries received excessive compensation for services ren-
dered , as managing partner, to their partnershipf Revco. Jet 
Star requested additional fees. As to the 1978-82 period, the 
court held that the management fees paid were reasonable. For 
the 1983-85 period, the court required Jet Star to refund a por-
tion of fees paid to it. In addition, the court established a 
formula whereby future management fees would be calculated, the 
payment of which was made contingent upon Jet Star maintaining 
detailed records of its employees1 time and efforts. Adndm. at 
Item "C". 
Revco is a partnership, created by an Agreement of 
Partnership signed in October, 1978, between New Century 
and Jet Star. Adndm. at Item "A". It was formed to operate a 
franchised Minit-Lube (a division of Arctic Circle, Inc., Salt 
Lake City) fast service oil change and car lubrication center in 
Las Vegas, Nevada, and commenced business in November, 1978. 
Subsequently, its business was expanded to the four Las Vegas 
centers it now operates. Keith Bigler is the president of Jet 
Star, and David Bigler, Keith's older brother, is president of 
New Century. 
The formation of Revco followed a period of extensive 
investigation by Jet Star into the fast lube service industry. 
Tr. 30-34. Jet Star even acquired a Minit-Lube center in Provo, 
which it operated in earlier years. Tr 34-35. Keith felt there 
was great opportunity for such facilities, and was able to secure 
an exclusive Arctic Circle franchise for the Las Vegas area. Ex. 
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2. The prospects were exciting. Jet Star decided to proceed, 
and invited New Century to participate in the venture. 
The offer for New Century to participate was not based upon a 
need for capital. Indeed, the parties invested but the total sum 
of $1,000. Tr. 44. Neither were management or other services 
required of New Century. To the contrary, New Century is 
expressly excluded from management participation by the Agreement 
of Partnership. Adndm. at Item "A", |7. Rather, the offer to 
invest came from one brother to another, and was due solely to 
that relationship. 
Among the provisions contained in the Agreement of 
Partnership, the following are pertinent to the issues raised on 
appeal: 
a. The respective interests of the partners in the 
capital of Revco, and the basis upon which net profits and 
losses are allocated, are: 
Jet Star 51% 
New Century 49% 
Adndm. at Item "A", $3, 4. 
b. Jet Star is the managing partner, and as such is 
"responsible for all details concerning the operations of 
the partnership's business." For services rendered to the 
partnership "through its agents and employees" Jet Star shall 
receive a management fee. Adndm. at Item "A", %5, 7. 
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c. Management fees "shall be deducted from the net 
profits of the partnership, as an expense thereof, in deter-
mining the partners1 distributed (sic) shares of the net 
profits." Adndm. at Item "A", $5. 
Prom the beginning. Jet Star, through its employees, prin-
cipally Keith, expended considerable time managing Revco. The 
venture has been eminently successful. On the modest capital 
investment, net profits through 1985 totaled $344,555. Of that, 
each partner received more than $130,000. Adndm. at Item "D". 
Management fees were paid to Jet Star. The solitary issue 
before the trial court, upon stipulation of the parties, was 
whether or not those management fees were reasonable. As to that 
issue, the trial court found that the management fees paid to Jet 
Star "for 1978 through 1982...were reasonable at the amounts 
taken" (Adndm. at Item "B", $28 at 9), and that "a reasonable 
management fee during the years...1983 through 1985, is $30,000 
per year." Adndm, at Item "B", $27 at 8. Although it was not an 
issue raised in the pleadings or during the trial, and evidence 
on that point was never proffered, the court made an additional, 
unsolicited finding, that "for future services rendered to the 
partnership...Keith Bigler should be compensated at a rate of 
$30.00 per hour, and that other accounting and clerical work per-
formed by Jet Star employees at the rate of $10.00 per hour", 
(Adndm. at Item "B", $30 at 10), but that such future compen-
sation was contingent: "if detailed records are not kept and pro-
vided to New Century Enterprises to substantiate the services 
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rendered, then there should in the future be no management fee 
paid by Revco to Jet Star.11 Adndm. at Item "B", $6 at 11. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
The lower court erred in refusing to award Jet Star addi-
tional management fees for the 1978-82 period. A determination 
of "reasonable" compensation requires a consideration and 
weighing of all relevant factors, and not just profits and 
losses. Jet Star is entitled to be compensated for its time and 
effort, and for the results achieved. As to the reasonable value 
of those services, the trial court is bound to accept the opinion 
of Jet Star's qualified expert witness, whose testimony was 
uncontroverted. 
The lower court further erred in ruling that management fees 
paid to Jet Star for the 1938-85 period were excessive. Again, 
the trial court is required to adopt the opinion of the unim-
peached expert witness concerning reasonable compensation. 
Finally, the lower court erred in setting future management 
fees to be paid by Revco. Since the court was not requested by 
the parties to consider that matter, and therefore received 
neither evidence nor argument thereon, it was speculative and 
prospective, and an abuse of the court's discretion. Further, 
the court improperly amended the parties' agreement by making Jet 
Star's right to receive future management fees conditional upon 
its keeping detailed time records. 
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ARGUMENT 
1. THAT THE FAILURE OF THE COURT TO AWARD JET STAR ADDITIONAL 
MANAGEMENT FEES FOR THE PERIOD 1978-82 WAS AN ABUSE OF THE 
COURT'S DISCRETION, AND CONTRARY TO A REASONABLE 
DETERMINATION OF THE EVIDENCE. 
The Agreement of Partnership (Adndm. at Item "A") provides 
that Jet Star be paid "a management fee for services rendered to 
the partnership...through its agents and employees." However, no 
amount is given, and no formula for its computation is specified. 
There are two principles involved when an agreement provides that 
compensation be paid, but fails to set forth the manner in which 
the amount is to be determined. First, the parties are deemed to 
have had existing law in mind as the execution occurs, unless 
they otherwise expressly state. Thus, the law in effect at the 
time the Agreement was signed, becomes part of the contract by 
implication. Weight v. Bailey, 147 P. 899, 45 Ut. 584 (1915). 
Second, when it is the amount of remuneration to be paid to one 
for services rendered that is omitted, applicable law provides 
that the parties are considered to have agreed that "reasonable" 
compensation be paid: 
"Where the partnership agreement or a specific practice, 
acquiesced in by the partners, contemplates the payment of 
salary to one or more partners, but no amounts are specified, 
it may be presumed that the payment of reasonable compen-
sation is intended." Knutson v. Lauer, 627 P.2d 66 (Utah, 
1981). See also Chambers v. Sims, 374 P.2d 841, 13 U.2d 371 
(1962). 
Therefore, by not stipulating to a fixed amount or defined for-
mula in their Agreement, the parties have, by implication, agreed 
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that Jet Star be paid "reasonablew compensation for its services 
rendered as managing partner of Revco. 
The reasonableness of compensation depends upon many factors, 
among which are the size of the business, the responsibilities 
involved, the character of the work required, the special 
problems and difficulties met in doing the work, the results 
achieved, the knowledge, skill and judgment required of and exer-
cised by the managing partner, the manner and promptitude in 
which the partnership affairs are carried out, the amount of time 
required and used, and any other circumstances which may appear 
and are relevant. Mayson Manufacturing Co. v. Commissioner, 178 
F.2d 115 (6th Circuit, 1949); In re: Haggerty's Estate, 128 
N.E.2d 680 (Ohio, 1955); Hayward v. Plant, 119 A. 341 (Conn., 
1923). As to those factors, the court below received both oral 
and documentary evidence, by which the efforts of Jet Star, the 
managing partner, were both quantified and evaluated. Further, 
the court received opinion evidence based upon an analysis of 
those factors, suggesting the amount of compensation reasonably 
due Jet Star for its services. 
As shown in the following table, management services rendered 
by Jet Star during the 1978-82 period, were principally provided 
through the efforts of Keith, supplemented by accounting, cleri-
cal and secretarial functions performed by other Jet Star 
employees: 
-7-
Time 
Management Devoted to Revco by 
Fees Paid to Revcofs Net Other Jet Star 
Year Jet Star(l) Profit (Loss)(2) Keith Employees(3) 
1978 None ($13f031) 
1979 $ 1,500 ( 30,900) 60% Some 
1980 1,500 3,769 70% Some 
1981 7,900 57,906 70% 15%(4> 
1982 25,194 72,741 70% 20-30%<5) 
Revco was Keith's principal interest. As contemplated from 
its inception, this enterprise required most of his time. Other 
Jet Star employees worked hard also. It was the opportunity, if 
properly managed, for a profitable investment, one which could 
appreciate substantially. As with all commercial endeavors, 
Revco1s successes have resulted mainly from the skill and effort 
of its management. Keith has performed well. His competence, 
and Revcofs achievements, were never questioned by New Century in 
this litigation. Rec. at 2-19. 
Throughout the 1978-82 period, Keith spent approximately 25 
days each year in Las Vegas, and considerable other time by 
telephone and correspondence in investigating numerous potential 
sites and acquiring some, negotiating with realtors and contrac-
tors, obtaining financing, purchasing equipment and services, 
inspecting Revco1s centers, customer relations, procedures and 
workmanship, hiring center managers and dealing with personnel 
1. Adndm. at Item "D". 
2. After deduction of all expenses including management fees. 
Adndm. at Item "D". 
3. Adndm. at Item "F". 
4. Wayne Bigler. Adndm. at Item "F". 
5. Wayne Bigler (20%); Kathy Bigler (30%). Adndm. at Item "F". 
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matters, and considering the investment in, or relationship with 
complementary service businesses (i.e., Tunex, Midas Muffler, 
Jartran Rentals, etc.). Tr. 49-53, 71-72, 87-89, 93-94, 104, 
201-212, 224-225, 236-237. In addition, in his travels he 
visited Minit-Lube centers in other cities and states, and com-
pared operations with their owners and managers. Tr. 94, 212. 
He has been active in Arctic Circle/Minit-Lube functions, 
attending meetings and seminars, and serving on their advisory 
council. Tr. 73, 213-214. He has been chairman of the 
Minit-Lube franchisee advertising committee (Tr. 108), and presi-
dent of the Minit-Lube franchisee association. Tr. 73, 214. He 
has met with Arctic Circle representatives concerning a variety 
of matters, including negotiation of franchise agreements, fees 
and advertising donations and expenditures. Tr. 75, 84-85, 104, 
197-200, 234-235. He supervised and trained George Kilmer, ini-
tially a Revco center manager and later its group supervisor, on 
on-site management, personnel matters, inventory controls, 
purchasing, building and equipment maintenance, and other mat-
ters. Tr. 134-137. 
In his office, he expended additional hours, examining 
demographic studies of potential sites, reviewing the weekly 
operation summary (Ex. 32), weekly sales and deposit summary (Ex. 
33), lubricant inventory sheet (Ex. 31), bank reconciliations, 
payroll and check registers, and the financial statements for 
each of the centers and the group (Exs. 19-30), and scrutinized 
income tax returns (Exs. 11-18) and other documents filed with 
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government agencies, Tr:, 117-122, 3 43-1 45, 211-212, 230-234.He 
d 11: e c t e (3 11 P :• i e 1: t i in <:) *.»I" s a 1 a i: i e s , b o n u s e s a i I :1 c t 1 i € • :i : 1, >e n e f: 1 1 il- \ ,- a 11 < i 
scrutinized Revco's warranty expenses and cash over and short: 
accounts, He reviewed and approved invoices and payment 
requests. T . • •* expenses incurred by 
the group and tl le centers, and made projections concerning the 
potent' i a 1 ol each prospect! vc sit e
 r I' lit* ef f ert from nacli new i "om-
petitorr and the value of additional services that might be 
offered. Tr. 226-229, 251-255. 
I wvii tl: :i ft r ::it::i :: Cili re Il e managemei it and accoi inti i lg per-
sonnel/ concerning the services provided Revco by them, and met 
with Revco1s accountant and legal counsel. Tr. 216-221r 234-235. 
He reviewed and acquired insurance protections, obtained 
equipment leases and loans, and considered and approved adver-
;
 : 
*4\. researchec coupon and other direct 
advertising methods, and obtained commercia accounts. He in in 
constantly reviewed and improved service procedures, and insti-
gated the offering of emission control, radiator drain and 
f l u s h i r u ) t ciriir Il ii i in c 'i : >i : .< 3:i tii ::>! til i ig recharg i i lg s e r v i c e s , Tr . 90 -91 , 
249-250. He was the first of Minit-Lube operators to offer . • 
transmission services, and t .1: :te first frai ichi se to si lecessfuI ly • 
provide differential services. Tr, 1 04 246-249. He spent many 
hours responding to New Century's requests r information and 
d e 1: a i Jl e d v e r :i f :i c a t , ii :::> i : , o f e x p e n d i 11 n r e s . . • - a i i < :! 5 9 . 
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He personally guaranteed franchise agreements, ground leases, 
equipment leases and loans, and bank loans, thereby obtaining 
more favorable terms, interest concessions, and waivers or reduc-
tions of franchise and other fees required by Arctic Circle. Tr. 
75, 84-85, 104, 207-210. 
During this earlier period, Jet Star's efforts succeeded. 
Revco was able to expand to three sites (the fourth was opened in 
1984), without hindering its ability to operate profitably. It 
has met the challenge of its competition, and has benefitted its 
partners with substantial returns on their initial investments. 
It is these factors which the court should have considered 
and evaluated in arriving at a reasonable compensation for Jet 
Star. However, the court chose to ignore those achievements, and 
the efforts necessary to attain them, and Keith's skill and capa-
bilities, and instead elected to base the fees solely upon 
Revcofs profits. 
The principals were aware from the beginning that Jet Star 
would be compensated for the services it rendered. New Century 
did not expect Jet Star to donate any of its resources, including 
the time of its employees, beyond the agreed capital contribu-
tion. New Century realized that Jet Star would be compensated 
for management services5 rendered, impliedly agreeing that the 
amount of compensation would be that which is reasonable under 
all of the circumstances. Knutson v. Lauer, supra. For the 
trial court to tie the management fee solely to Revcofs profits, 
thereby patently ignoring the many hours of effort and brushing 
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aside all other circumstances, it r in effect, has modified their 
Ag::i reemei it I Ji ider t: .he J: « ::w sr :> :>'ii n : I , \' he i , I e t: .'•» I' •i1 
is entitled to a reasonable management fee only so long as Revco 
shows sufficient profits. This was not the parties1 intent 
The effect of the court's decision is to penalize J et Star 
for electing to reinvest Revco"s profits into the expansion of 
3 t s b u s i n e s s W o r s € i, :l t ' :it i I f a I r 1 y s I: :n a c k ] e s J e t S t a r w :ii 1 1 i 11: i e I: 
den of donating most of its time and resources to the management 
of Revco for four years, whi] e leaving New Century free to pursue 
i t £5 i n d e p e n d e i 11 :i i I t e r e s t s w i  t I: I the s e c t i r i t y o f r e a p i i :ig i : .e a r 11 } 
one-half of the benefits derived from Jet Star's good effor ts. 
The following chart (summarized from Ex. 52) shows reimbur-
sements made by Revco for office rental , telephone, supplies and 
equipment advanced by Jet Star, and the years in which 
bi lrsements w are mac . ,' • -' . . . . _; . 
Year Rent Telephone Misc.(6) 
1978 None None None 
1979 None None None 
1980 $ 890 None None 
1981 2,150 $ 560 None 
1982 4,380 1,390 
Thus,- 1 il: :ie management, fe*j piiid t.i > J*-1 t Mi .11 9 an: n 3 ] 9131), 
a total of $3,000, di d not even reimburse Jet Star for Revco 1s 
(K>) m c i u a e s postage, orfice
 S U p p i l e S f , - ., f 
fixtures, computer, office machines, etc. 
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share of those expenses. Further, considering that those expenses 
would aggregate $5,000, or more, per year, the management fee 
paid in 1981 barely covered expenses advanced by Jet Star. Thus, 
the lower court, in refusing to grant additional compensation to 
Jet Star has, in effect, required Jet Star to dip even deeper 
into its own resources. The court has mandated that Jet Star 
underwrite the success of Revco, without imposing a similar burden 
upon its partner. To tie the amount of management compensation 
to Revco1s profits, is to frustrate the intent of the parties, 
who, in their Agreement, stipulated that "(i)f during any year 
the management fees paid shall exceed the net income of that 
partnership, computed without the deduction of such management 
fees, the excess shall be treated as a loss of the 
partnership..." Adndm. at "A", $5. The Agreement clearly 
requires management fees to be paid before profits are distri-
buted. Adndm at "A", $5. Thus, whether or not the venture was 
profitable, Jet Star was entitled to a reasonable compensation. 
The judgment of the court introduces an inequity into the 
parties' relationship. Rather than recognizing that in a busi-
ness venture, the risk of loss is borne by the investors, the 
court has transferred that risk to the employee, Jet Star. If 
the ruling of the lower court is permitted to stand, Jet Star is 
held to have sacrificed its time and resources for the mutual 
benefit of the partners, without a similar contribution being 
exacted from New Century. As a consequence, Jet Star goes 
-13-
totally uncompensated for most of this early period, while 
expei Uov\ in , b e h a l t ' , wliilt*, ill - g 
the same time, New Century pursued ,-^ independent business 
opportunities, for its own account. 
There is yet a further principle applicable here, one which 
Is peculiar to the determination "reasonable" compensation. 
Where a I1. i tvlevant • a 
qualified expert, a ~ opinion is not rebutted, well-reasoned 
opinions have stated that the trial cour* is bound: 
"Where unimpeached, competent, and relevant testimony on 
behalf of a taxpayer is uncontradicted, it may not be 
arbitrarily discredited and disregarded, and the (court) can-
not reject or ignore this evidence and determine the 
propriety of the amount of salaries paid upon its own innate 
conception of reasonableness." Loesch & Green Const. Co. v. 
Commissioner, 211 F.2d 210 (6th Circuit,, 1 9 54). 
See also Roth Office Equipment Co ._ v Gallagher, 172 F.2d 452 
(61:1: i C:i rci i:i t ] 949) wherein i t was he] d: .
 ; •'• ': ' .• . ' . ' -.-. 
"The credibility of these witnesses was not pi it i n i ssue. 
The appellee offered no witness to contradict this testimony 
or to testify in any way that the compensation was unreaso-
nable to any extent. On this crucial and single issue of 
fact in this case this unimpeached, uncontradicted testimony 
from well-qualified, impartial witnesses cannot be disre-
garded by the Court. This Court has several times stated 
that such testimony should be accepted by the fact-finder in 
a matter in which the fact-finder has no knowledge or 
experience upon which he could exercise an independent 
judgment." 
For this matter, Jet Star engaged a qualified, impartial 
expert
 f Kobe it Dai" .1. m, \\\\9 president ot J 1? War :i A £ . r <••- to 
make a study of compensation, and to rei ider an opinion as to what 
would constitute a reasonab] e management fee 
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During his testimony, Mr, Darling described his study of execu-
tive compensation paid in some 380 businesses, including 75 
Minit-Lube centers (Tr. at 287-288; Adndm. at Item "E"), and 
outlined the various factors which he considered in arriving at 
his conclusions. Tr. 288; Adndm. at Item "E". Among the cri-
teria he considered, was the partners1 return on investment 
(after payment of the management fees paid to Jet Star), which 
substantially exceeded that which was typical for service 
industry businesses of comparable size. Tr. 290; Adndm. at Item 
"E". He found that Revco operated within Arctic Circle guideli-
nes , and that management had succeeded in lowering its 
"controllable" costs to figures that were less than the average 
of all of Arctic Circle/Minit-Lube's western region locations. 
Tr. 291; Adndm, at Item "E". He stated further that all direct 
expenses such as telephone long distance charges, supplies, etc., 
should be billed at cost, and that indirect monthly expenses paid 
by Jet Star should be allocated to Revco and billed on a percent 
utilized basis. Tr. 294; Adndm. at Item "E". 
New Century offered no testimony in rebuttal to that given by 
Mr. Darling. He was not impeached. His opinion was impartially 
given, and was based upon a sound, competent study. However, 
this was not the only evidence of value received by the lower 
court. Keith, too, testified concerning the value of the manage-
ment services rendered by Jet Star, and properly so. The general 
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ruler supported by a great majority of the cases, is that the 
person who performs services for another Is competent to testify 
as to the value of those services, Annotat .KM lU7. 
This rule Is grounded upon, the principle that the person pro-
v i d i ii ;i I'-hi-i i" f a m i 1 i a r * instances '• 
surrounding performance, that he need not qualify as an 
expert in order to testify concerning their value. Builders 
Steel Co. v. Commissioner! I  I 9 F 2 fil 3 ? ; (81 it , C i :i ' , 
In reaching his opinion of the value of management services 
r e n d e r e d t : • : Re v c o, K e i t h t e s t i f i e d t h a t h e h a d d i s c u s s e d t h a t 
matter with Bill Gee of Arctic Circl e, with other Mi i lit • Lufc e 
franchisees, and with representatives of Tunex and Midas Muffler, 
2:6 5 El = • £ i iii 1:1 ie r con s i ciler ed 11: :ia t wI: :i ece i ved as 
compensation from his prior executive employment, Ti: • 60-6] , 
195, 265, He also considered the services performed by other Jet 
Star employees (Tr • J,')h- *i(»4 ) , IIIMJ in"a 1 mi«riled t hose ser vi :::es Tri. 
267. • ' . . 
TtiP foil ii¥ " *- ;fts iorth the opinion evidence adduced . 
during the trial concerning the reasonableness at" compensation 
payable to Jet Star for services rendered during the 1978-82 
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Year 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
Actual 
Compensation 
Paid to 
_Jet Star(7) 
None 
$ 1,500(11) 
1,500(12) 
7,900 
25,194 
Reasonable 
Court(8) 
None 
$ 1,500 
1,500 
7,900 
25,194 
Compensation As 
Darling(9) 
None 
$24,000 
31,730 
37,160 
45,900 
Determined By 
Bigler(lO) 
None 
$27,600 
36,300 
44,100 
46,800 
This Court has broad power under Rule 30(a), Utah Rules of 
Appellate Procedure, to correct the lower court's findings so 
that they conform with the issues presented and the facts, and 
direct the entry of judgment in accordance with such modified 
findings. Generally, it is the prerogative of the trial court to 
determine the facts, and it will be affirmed if supported by 
substantial evidence. Ranch Homes, Inc. v. Greater Park City 
Corporation, 592 P.2d 620 (Utah, 1979). However, as is shown 
above, the lower court's findings with respect to that compen-
sation to which Jet Star is entitled for the 1978-82 period, are 
plainly unreasonable, and are contrary to the evidence presented. 
Accordingly, they should be rejected as a matter of law. The 
7. Adndm. at Item "D". 
8. Adndm. at Item "B", |28 at 9. 
9. Adndm. at Item nGn. 
10. Adndm. at Item "F". 
11. Included no reimbursement for office rent, telephone and 
miscellaneous expense. Ex. 52. 
12. Included only partial reimbursement for office rent, tele-
phone and miscellaneous expense, Ex. 52. 
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trial court had neither the knowledge : j u~ experience to 
subst i 
lower court : findings with respect compensati h 
J e L star is entitled for the 1978-82 period, are plainly unreaso-
nable, are contrarv - ,e ev ideiu/e
 l( \\x\<\ should I i i/ac - • 
Additional compensation should be awarded to Jet Star consistent 
with Mr Darling's opinion.. • •'• . . : • • . • • . 
2# T H A T T H E COURT'S RULING THAT JET STAR TOOK EXCESSIVE 
MANAGEMENT FEES FOR THE PERIOD 1983-85 WAS BASED UPON THE 
COURT'S ERRONEOUS CALCULATIONS, AND IS UNSUPPORTED BY THE 
EVIDENCE. 
Dur i ne .,* : 
his t v.- anc energy the management Revco. The searcr r 
j ui d new center, and a marked increased 
competitionf characterized this later period, and intensifled 
* .- challenge of operating r a continued high level of profita-
•* • -• il^ ss,, Mi*-' i 'OIH|MII v " H «ijfuns ^olnnn1 and 
profits continued • reward its principals, Adndni. at Item ""I)111'. 
As shown '•> "ollowing table , management services rendered 
1
 per i nil, li 11]] y 
provided by Keith, supplemented by accounting -rtioai and 
secretarial functions performed by other Jet Star' employees: 
- ] 8-
Year 
1983 
1984 
1985 
Fees Paid to 
Jet Star(13) 
$50,000 
62,050 
46,500 
Revcofs Net 
Profit(14) 
$99,279 
76,120 
78,671 
Time 
Devoted to Revco by 
Other Jet Star 
Employees(15) 
20-30%(16) 
25-40%(17) 
15-30%(18) 
Keith 
70% 
70% 
60% 
Management fees paid by Revco during this period, represented 
those considered to be reasonable by Jet Star. Again, they 
included some reimbursement for office rental, telephone and 
miscellaneous expenses, as the following table (extracted from 
Ex. 52) shows: 
Year Rent 
1983 
1984 
1985 
$4,950 
None 
None 
Telephone 
$1,200 
None 
None 
Misc. (19) 
None 
None 
None 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
Adndm. 
After 
Adndm. 
Adndm. 
Wayne 
Wayne 
Wayne 
at Item "D". 
deduction of 
at Item "D". 
at Item "F". 
(20%) ; Kathy 
(25%) ; Kathy 
(15%) ; Kathy 
all expenses 
(30%) 
(40%) 
(30%) 
including management fees, 
19. Includes postage, office supplies, use of furniture, 
fixtures, computer office machines, etc. 
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The following table contras t s the management fees paid with 
t hose awrHi'lirl \,y tht- t i i ,1 I com I: an<i !3uyge<".t H<1 hy K i ' i t h iml Mr 
Dar l ing: 
Reasonable Compensation As Determined By 
Court(21) Darling(22) Big ler(23) 
$30,000 $50,270 $51,600 
30,000 57,030 61,200 
30,000 51,000 49,800 
Year 
1983 
1984 
1985 
Actual 
Compensation 
Paid to 
Jet Star(20) 
$50,000(24) 
62,050(25) 
46,500(25) 
F - *.- - _ : • -• . . f;MJ D i e 
amoun* v: .- « reasonable . smpensat ion. -•; Joing, 
4
 test imony and conc lus ions 1 b a l i n g wer^ gnored. So 
xpei ises 
advanced, whereas ^, ,eimbursement was 
made, consequent! ^niie Uie court awarded $ou, . anage-
ment fees for 1983, the awa^ was effectively much less for I: .he 
latter two years, sine- would have included reimbursement of 
• - * .**: the powei I <» 
substitute - udgment for that Daiiing, which, we claim, 
* \ * iv judgment still remains flawed because of her 
20. Adndm. at Item "D" 
21. Adndm. at Item "B", 128 at 9, 
22. Adndm. at Item "G". 
23. Adndm. at Item "F". 
24 ,. Included only partial reimbursement for office rent, etc, 
Ex. 52. 
ncluded reimbursement r > office rent, telephone and 
miscellaneous expense. E 52 
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However, her error is even more significant than that single 
oversight. For the reasons cited under Point 1 above, the lower 
court abused her discretion in ignoring the uncontroverted testi-
mony of a qualified, competent expert, Mr. Darling. His opinion 
of fair compensation under the circumstances, should be that upon 
which the court's judgment is based. Accordingly, given Keith's 
skills, the efforts expended by Keith and other Jet Star 
employees, the continuous demands upon Jet Star's time and 
resources, the profits realized by Revco, the continued growth of 
the business, and other pertinent factors, the lower court's 
order requiring Jet Star to refund portions of fees received, 
should be vacated, and Jet Star should be allowed to retain the 
compensation paid to it for the 1983-85 period. 
3. THAT THE SETTING OF FUTURE MANAGEMENT FEES TO WHICH JET STAR 
WOULD BE ENTITLED, WAS PRESUMPTUOUS AND AN ABUSE OF THE 
COURT'S DISCRETION, BEING EXTRANEOUS TO THE ISSUES BEFORE THE 
COURT. 
The trial court decreed that "for future services rendered to 
the partnership," fees paid to Jet Star should be calculated at 
the rate of $30 per hour for time expended by Keith, and $10 per 
hour for accounting and clerical work performed by other Jet Star 
employees. Adndm. at Item "C" at 2. This ruling was a 
startling, unexpected development, for the setting of compen-
sation for future services was neither, at any time, requested 
nor addressed by the parties. It was totally voluntary by the 
lower court, quite obviously an afterthought. 
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The complaint contains no prayer asking the court to set 
future management fees. The court correctly noted in her 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of L$w that, upon the parties1 
stipulation, the only issue before her was whether "the defen-
dants have wrongfully taken funds from the partnership Revco." 
Adndm. at Item "B" at 1. Evidence offered during the trial per-
tained only to that which had occurred in the past, and was rele-
vant only to the reasonableness of fees earned and/or paid. 
During the presentation of the case, the only matters addressed 
were New Centuryfs claim that Jet Star should refund a portion of 
management fees paid, and Jet Star's assertion that it was 
entitled to additional fees for the 1978-82 period. Evidence was 
not proffered by either party concerning Revcofs future, of what 
its operations might consist, its anticipated profits and/or 
losses, what economic conditions might prevail, the likelihood of 
a further increase in competition, the probability of further 
expansion, the extent and nature of essential management ser-
vices, the amount of time that might be required of Jet Star, and 
of other criteria essential to the determination of reasonable 
compensation. 
That the fixing of Jet Star's future management fees was 
never considered by the parties throughout these proceedings, is 
perhaps best evidenced by its omission from their legal argument. 
Before the trial commenced, written briefs were filed by the par-
ties, stating the issues and setting forth respective legal posi-
tions. Rec. at 102-148. New Century's Trial Memorandum does not 
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identify future management fees as an issue, and makes no peti-
tion for the court to establish the same. Rec. at 102-127. 
Neither does Jet Star's Trial Memorandum. Rec. at 128-148. 
Further, at the conclusion of the trial, the court directed that 
in lieu of oral argument, each party would submit proposed fin-
dings of fact and conclusions of law, upon which the court might 
then render its decision. Tr. at 312. Again, neither New 
Century (Rec. at 90-99, 185-195) nor Jet Star (Rec. at 149-173) 
gave any attention to the question of future management compen-
sation, or to the factors upon which its computation should be 
based. The question of fees to be paid by Jet Star for future 
management services was simply never raised. It was the trial 
court who first treated that matter, and that was not until her 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law were entered. 
Rule 54(c)(1), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, empowers a 
court to render judgment to conform with evidence presented 
during a trial, whether or not it comports with the allegations 
and prayer of a complaint. However, that Rule does not authorize 
a trial court to speculate upon events which might occur in the 
future, where there is no supporting evidentiary basis. The 
trial court is limited to the adjudication of the issues which 
the parties themselves elected to litigate. Since neither party 
chose to raise the question of future management fees, the court 
may not delve into that area. This Court, in Combe v. Warrenfs 
Family Drive-Inns, Inc., 680 P.2d 733 (Utah, 1984), stated: 
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"It is error to adjudicate issues not raised before 
or during trial and unsupported by the record. The 
trial court is not privileged to determine matters out-
side the issues of the casef and if he does, his fin-
dings will have no force or effect. In law or in 
equity# a judgment must be responsive to the issues 
framed by the pleadings, and a trial court has no 
authority to render a decision on issues not presented 
for determination. Any.findings rendered outside the 
issues are a nullity Parties may limit the scope of 
the litigation if they choose, and if an issue is 
clearly withheld, the court cannot nevertheless adjudi-
cate it and grant corresponding relief." 
The trial court was not asked to determine future compensation to 
be paid to Jet Star. Evidence pertaining to such a decision was 
not proffered. The parties took no opportunity to argue that 
matter. Consequently, in making her ruling, the court ventured 
into an unknown realm, one fraught with numerous variables. She 
had no knowledge of what profits Revco might realize, of whether 
or not additional sites would be secured, of the extent and 
effect of competition, or of the many other factors essential to 
the determination of fair and reasonable management fees. She, 
with the benefit of but little knowledge concerning this par-
ticular service industry, did what the parties themselves decided 
they could not do, and that was to fix management compensation. 
Her decision was groundless, prospective, and presumptuous, and 
was an abuse of the court's discretion. Her findings on that 
matter should have neither force nor effect, and that portion of 
the Amended Judgment should be stricken. 
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4. THAT THE COURT'S DECREE THAT THE PAYMENT OF FUTURE MANAGEMENT 
FEES TO JET STAR SHALL BE CONDITIONAL UPON ITS KEEPING 
DETAILED RECORDS, IS IN THE NATURE OF A PENALTY, IS AN 
IMPROPER AMENDMENT OF THE AGREEMENT OF PARTNERSHIP, AND IS AN 
ABUSE OF THE COURT'S DISCRETION. 
It is incumbent upon Jet Star to render to New Century, a 
full, exact and true account of its management of the business of 
Revco, including such information as is reasonably requested by 
New Century. U.C.A. Section 48-1-17. The record clearly shows 
that Jet Star carefully met this responsibility. New Century was 
provided with copies of all agreements and leases (Ex. 2-10), 
depreciation schedules, income and expense statements and balance 
sheets for each center and the group, and monthly cash-flow ana-
lyes (Ex. 19-30), check registers and deposit summaries, inven-
tory reports (Ex. 31), weekly operation summaries for each center 
(Ex. 32), weekly sales and deposit summaries for each center (Ex. 
33), semi-monthly payroll reports, Federal income tax returns 
(Ex. 11-18), demographic information pertaining to car counts 
(Ex. 42-43), traffic and site analyses, and verification of 
sundry expense items. Adndm. at Item "B", $29 at 9. New Century 
wrote more than 33 letters demanding detailed information per-
taining to Revco (Ex. 58), two of which letters by themselves 
contained more than 170 specific requests. (Letters of March 13 
and 18, 1985, at Ex. 58). Jet Star spent many hours assembling 
the information requested, and responding. Ex. 59. On other 
occasions, David visited Jet Star's offices, and was provided 
with explanations and verification. There was simply no aspect 
of Revco*s business, and the activities and accomplishments of 
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Jet Star in its role as managing partner, that was not fully 
disclosed to New Century, New Century was provided with every 
scrap of detail pertaining to Revco that was requested, and even 
much which was not. 
The trial court, however, decided that in spite of the disse-
mination of voluminous information and detail, Jet Star should 
maintain "detailed records of work performed and time spent to 
account to its partner...for any future fees paid to Jet Star for 
management services rendered." Adndm. at Item "C" at 2. A 
problem here is the propriety of requiring an executive to main-
tain detailed records of his time. That is a highly unusual sti-
pulation. Hopefully, the executive's time can be better spent in 
pursuing his management responsibilities, than in keeping a 
record of each duty he performs, and the amount of time involved. 
Nevertheless, Jet Star is willing to provide that information if 
it is deemed to be part of the managing partner's accounting 
responsbility. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the principal contention is 
that the court exceeded its authority by ruling that "(i)f 
detailed records are not kept and provided to New Century to 
substantiate the services rendered, then there should in the 
future be no management fee paid by Revco to Jet Star." Adndm. 
at Item "C" at 2. Thus, not only did the court erroneously spe-
cify the amount of future compenation to be paid by Revco to Jet 
Star, but she also established a condition precedent to the 
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payment thereof. This was not a measure of relief initially 
sought by New Centuryf and neither party suggested it during the 
proceedings. Whether or not such a measure is appropriate, was 
never debated by the parties. Just as the court's specification 
of a formula upon which future management fees would be based was 
pure adventure, so was its attempt to affix the penalty provision 
as an unsolicited amendment to the parties1 written Agreement of 
Partnership. 
That Agreement (Adndm. at Item "A") expressly provides for 
the payment of a management fee to Jet Star for services rendered 
to Revco through its agents and employees. The Agreement does 
not make the payment of that fee conditional upon the maintaining 
of any such detailed time record. To make the payment of the fee 
contingent upon the keeping of such a record adds a new provision 
to their Agreement, a possibility of forfeiture that was unin-
tended. 
This Court, in Cunningham v. Cunninghamy 690 P.2d 549 (Utah, 
1984) clearly denounced such creativity by a lower court: 
"A court does not have carte blanche to reform any 
transaction to include terms that it believes are fair. 
Its discretion is narrowly bounded. Reformation may be 
appropriate where both parties were mistaken as to a 
term of the contract, or where one party is mistaken and 
the other party is guilty of inequitable conduct, but it 
is not available to rewrite a contract to include terms 
never contemplated by the parties." 
Furthermore, to make Jet Star's right to receive compensation 
contingent upon a relatively insignificant provision, is totally 
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without precedentc as far as appellants have been able to deter-
mine. It has been held that even where a managing partner is 
guilty of fraud and other misconduct, he will still be entitled 
to receive compensation from the firm for his management ser-
vices. Shulkin v. Shulkin, 16 N.E.2d 644 (Mass.); Greenan v.. 
Ernst, 184 A.2d 570 (Pa., 1962). It is inconceivable that while 
one who has defrauded his partners is still entitled to be com-
pensated for his services, another who fails to meet a menial 
reporting requirement is not. Where parties contract to give one 
the right to direct their enterprise for a fee, and that one 
assumes the burdens and responsibilities of management, it is 
patently unreasonable for a court to arbitrarily and unilaterally 
mandate that the right to be compensated hangs upon the satisfac-
tory recording and communicating of his time. The trial court 
does not possess the inherent right to amend the parties' 
Agreement upon its own motion. It is not within its province to 
dictate such a severe consequence. The penalty should be 
stricken from the judgment rendered by the court. 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons set forth above, it is submitted that: 
1. Jet Star is entitled to additional management fees for 
the 1978-1982 period in the amount of $100,000, being the compen-
sation suggested by Mr. Darling, less the fees previously paid by 
Revco, and should be awarded the same; 
2. Jet Star is entitled to retain the fees paid to it by 
Revco for the 1983-1985 period, they being reasonable compen-
sation for services rendered; and 
3. That portion of the courtfs findings of fact and conclu-
sions of lawr and the judgment rendered, setting forth the basis 
upon which future management compensation is to be calculated, 
and making the payment of the same contingent upon Jet Star main-
taining records of its time and efforts, be stricken* 
DATED this 12th day of January, 1987. 
4Y* 
Craia/T. Vincent 
Beaslin, Nygaard, Coke & Vincent 
Attorneys for Appellants 
333 North 300 West 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103 
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AGREEMENT OF PARTNERSHIP 
THIS AGREEMENT made this day of October, 1978 by and 
between JET STAR INDUSTRIES, a Utah corporation, 4915 South 
State Street, Murray, Utah and NEW CENTURY ENTERPRISES, a Utah 
corporation, 1423 Angle Crest Drive, Medford, Oregon. 
1. Name and Business. The parties hereby form a partner-
ship under the name of REVCO to engage in the operation of a 
motor vehicle care and maintenance facility, and in such other 
businesses as the parties may agree upon from time to time.. The 
partnership shall conduct its aforesaid business in the name of 
MINIT-LUBE OF EAST CHARLESTON. While the said business shall be 
conducted in Las Vegas, Nevada, the principal office of the part-
nership shall be located in Murray, Utah. 
2. Term. The partnership shall begin on the day of 
October, 1978, and shall continue until December 31, 1979, and 
thereafter from year to year until terminated as herein provided. 
3. Capital. The capital of the partnership shall consist 
of all of the assets, subject to all the liabilities, to be trans-
ferred to the partnership as of the commencement of its term, as 
set forth in Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated herein by 
this reference. The initial capital accounts of the partners 
shall be equivalent to the following interest in the capital of 
the partnership: 
Jet Star Industries 51% 
New Century Enterprises 49% 
4. Profit and Loss. The net profits of the partnership 
shall be divided and the net losses of the partnership shall be 
borne in the following proportions: 
Jet Star Industries 51% 
New Century Enterprises 49% 
No interest or additional share of profits shall inure to either 
partner by reason of its capital account being proportionately 
in excess of the capital account of the other, except as provided 
in paragraph 6. 
5. Management Fee. Jet Star Industries shall be the man-
aging partner and shall receive a management fee for services 
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ITEM "A" 
rendered to the partnership by the managing partner through its 
agents and employees. In addition, New Century Enterprises shall 
receive, from time to time, a management fee for services ren-
dered to the partnership by its agents and employees. All man-
agement fees shall be deducted from the net profits of the part-
nership, as an expense thereof, in determining the partners' dis-
tributed shares of the net profits. If during any year the man-
agement fees paid shall exceed the net income of the partnership, 
computed without the deduction of such management fees, the ex-
cess shall be treated as a loss of the partnership to be borne 
by the partners in the proportions stated in paragraph 4 above. 
Each partner shall have the right, at the end of any accounting 
year, to withdraw its distributive share of the profits of the 
partnership business for that year or for any prior year. The 
share of partnership profits not so withdrawn by a partner shall 
be added to its capital account. Notwithstanding the foregoing, 
no amount shall be withdrawn by a partner if such drawing will 
impair its original capital account. 
6. Interest Period. Each partner shall be paid interest 
at the rate of six percent per annum on the average balance in 
its capital account during the immediately preceding accounting 
year, such payments to be made in equal quarterly installments 
during the year and to be charged as expenses of the partner-
ship business. 
7. Duties of Managing Partner. As managing partner, Jet 
Star Industries shall be responsible for all details concerning 
the operations of the partnership's business or businesses, in-
cluding the maintaining of books and records of account. New 
Century Enterprises shall have no voice in the management of the 
partnership business, and its employees and agents need devote 
no time thereto. The managing partner, by its proper officers, 
shall, without the consent of the other partner, have the right 
to draw checks upon any bank account of the partnership, and to 
make, deliver and accept commercial paper in connection with the 
business of the partnership. The managing partner shall further 
have, without the consent of the other partner, the right on be-
half of the partnership to borrow or lend money, or make, deliver 
or accept any extraordinary commercial paper, or execute any 
mortgage, security agreement, bond or lease, or purchase or con-
tract to purchase, or sell or contract to sell any property for 
or of the partnership, including,(but not limiteBlto, the type of > 
property bought and sold in the regular course of its business. / 
Neither partner shall, except with the consent of the other / 
partner, assign, mortgage, grant a security interest in or sell 
its share in the partnership or in its capital assets or prop-
erty, or enter into any agreement as a result of which any per-
son shall become interested with it in the partnership. 
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8. Banking. All funds of the partnership are to be de-
posited in its name in such checking account or accounts as shall 
be designated by the managing partner. 
9. Books. The partnership books shall be maintained at the 
principal office of the partnership, and each partner shall at all 
times have access thereto. The books shall be kept on an account-
ing year basis commencing January 1 and ending December 31 and 
closed and balanced at the end of each accounting year. 
10. Termination. Either party shall have the right to 
terminate the partnership at the end of any accounting year. 
Written notice of intention to terminate shall be served upon the 
other partner at its address given above, or at such other address 
as such partner shall furnish the other in writing, at least three 
months before the end of the accounting year. The partner re-
ceiving such notice of intention to terminate shall have the right 
either to purchase the retiring partner's entire interest in the 
partnership or to direct the managing partner to liquidate the 
partnership business. If the remaining partner elects to pur-
chase the interest of the retiring partner, it shall serve notice 
in writing of such election upon the retiring partner at the ad-
dress given above, or at such other address as may hereafter be 
given in writing, within two months after receipt of its notice 
of intention to terminate. If the remaining partner shall not 
elect to purchase the retiring partner's interest, it shall serve 
written notice of its intention not to purchase such interest upon 
the other partner within one (1) month after the service of the 
retiring partner's notice of intention to terminate. If the re-
maining partner does not elect to purchase the interest of the 
retiring partner in the partnership, the managing partner shall 
proceed with reasonable dispatch to liquidate the business of the 
partnership. 
11. Purchase of Partner's Interest. If, pursuant to a 
written notice of intention to terminate as provided in para-
graph 10 above, the remaining partner elects to purchase the 
interest of the retiring partner in the partnership, the pur-
chase price shall be equal to the retiring partner's capital 
account as shown on the partnership books, increased by its share 
of partnership profits or decreased by its share of partnership 
losses (plus interest on capital in accordance with the provi-
sions of paragraph 6) for the period from the beginning of the 
accounting year in which the notice of intention to terminate is 
served, and decreased by withdrawals during such period. No al-
lowance shall be made for good will, trade name, patents, or other 
intangible assets, except as those assets have been reflected on 
the partnership books immediately prior to the serving upon the 
remaining partner of the retiring partner's written notice of in-
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TTPM "a" 
tention to terminate. The purchase price shall be paid without 
interest in four semi-annual installments beginning six months 
after the end of the accounting year within which the retiring 
partner's written notice of intention to terminate was served 
upon the remaining partner. In the event of the purchase of the 
interest of the retiring partner, the remaining partner shall have 
the right to use the firm name of the partnership. 
12. Liquidation. If the remaining partner elects not to 
purchase the interest of the retiring partner following receipt 
of the retiring partner*s written notice of intention to retire, 
the managing partner shall proceed with reasonable promptness to 
liquidate the business of the partnership. The partnership name 
shall be sold with the other assets of the business. The part-
ners shall share in the profits and losses of the business during 
the period of liquidation in the same proportions in which they 
shared such profits and losses prior to the service of the re-
tiring partner's written notice of intention to terminate. The 
managing partner shall be paid a management fee for attending to 
and completing the liquidation of the partnership. After the pay-
ment of partnership debts, the proceeds of liquidation shall be 
distributed, as realized, first in discharge of the undrawn part-
nership profits of the partners, then in such manner as to make 
the capital accounts of the partners proportionate to the capital 
accounts in the partnership as at the date of its organization, an 
then proportionately in discharge of the respective capital accour 
13. Binding Effect. This Agreement constitutes the entire 
agreement between the parties and may be amended only by the writ-
ten agreement of the parties hereto. This Agreement shall be gov-
erned by the laws of the state of Utah, and shall be binding upon 
the parties hereto and upon their successors and assigns subject 
to this Agreement. Each of the parties to this Agreement agrees 
for itself, its successors and assigns, to make, execute and de-
liver any and all documents and perform such other and further 
acts and deeds as may be necessary to carry out the intent and 
purpose of this Agreement. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have signed this Agreement 
the day and year first above written. 
JET STAR INDUSTRIES 
BY 
ATTEST: President 
Secretary NEW CENTURY ENTERPRISES 
BY 
ATTEST: President 
Secretary 
Robert W. Hughes (1573) 
HUGHES, RUSSELL & McPHEE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
1000 Valley Tower 
50 West Broadway 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Telephone: (801) 534-1074 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
NEW CENTURY ENTERPRISES, 
a Utah corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
REVCO, a partnership, 
JET-STAR INDUSTRIES, a 
Utah corporation, KEITH 
BIGLER, an individual, 
and DOES I through V, 
Defendants. 
The above-captioned matter came before this court 
sitting without a jury on March 10 and 11, 1986, the Honorable 
Judith M. Billings, presiding. The Plaintiff appeared in person 
and with counsel, Robert W. Hughes, and the Defendants were pre-
sent and represented by counsel, Craig T. Vincent. The court on 
stipulation of the parties dismissed Plaintiff's Second, Third, 
Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Causes of Action and then heard evidence 
on the Plaintifffs First Cause of Action. The court at the 
conclusion of the evidentiary phase of this proceeding requested 
counsel to submit proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of 
Law. The court, having reviewed the file and the evidence and 
the proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law submitted by 
JUDGMENT 
Civil No. C84-5961 
Judge Judith M. Billings 
ITEM 
the parties1 respective counsel, having heard the testimony and 
the arguments, and having entered its Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. That Jet Star Industries should return to the 
partnership the sum of $68,550.00, which represents the excessive 
management fees taken by Jet-Star in the years 1983, 1984, and 
1985. This amount should be divided between the partners as pro-
vided in the partnership agreement as to the distribution of 
profits. 
2. That for future services rendered to the part-
nership, Mr. Keith Bigler should be compensated at the rate 
$30.00 per hour and that other accounting and clerical work per-
formed by Jet Star employees be compensated at the rate of $10.00 
per hour. Jet Star, as the managing partner for the Revco part-
nership, should keep detailed records of work performed and time 
spent to account to its partner, New Century Enterprises, for any 
future fees paid to Jet Star for management services rendered. 
If detailed records are not kept and provided to New Century 
to substantiate the services rendered, then there should in the 
future be no management fee paid by Revco to Jet Star. 
DATED this jLf day of (fa^/jOf/-*] , 1986. 
BY THE COURTS 
District Judge J 
-2-
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
NEW CENTURY ENTERPRISES, : FINDINGS OF FACT 
a Utah corporation, AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Plaintiff, CIVIL NO. C-84-5961 
vs. 
REVCO, a partnership, JET-STAR 
INDUSTRIES, a Utah : 
corporation, KEITH BIGLER, an 
individual, : 
Defendants. : 
The above-captioned matter came before the Court sitting 
without a jury on March 10 and 11, 1986. The plaintiff was 
represented by Robert Hughes of the firm of Hughes, Russell 
& McPhie, and the defendants by Craig T. Vincent of the firm 
Beaslin, Nygaard, Coke & Vincent. The Court on stipulation 
of the parties dismissed plaintifffs Second, Third, Fourth, 
Fifth and Sixth Causes of Action, and then heard evidence on 
the plaintifffs First Cause of Action alleging generally that 
the defendants have wrongfully taken funds from the partnership 
Revco. The Court at the conclusion of the evidentiary phase 
of this proceeding requested counsel to submit proposed Findings 
of Fact and Conclusions of Law, and having reviewed the submissions 
of counsel, the Court is now prepared to enter its Findings 
of Fact and Conclusions of Law. 
ITEM " 
NEW CENTURY V. REVCO PAGE TWO FINDINGS & CONCLUSIONS 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. The plaintiff New Century Enterprises (hereinafter 
"New Century") is a Utah corporation with David Bigler as its 
President and majority shareholder at all times since 1967. 
2. The defendant Jet-Star Industries (hereinafter "Jet-
Star") is a Utah corporation, with the defendant Keith Bigler 
as its President and majority shareholder at all times since 
1975. 
3. Until 1961, Mr. David Bigler and Mr. Keith Bigler 
worked for their father in various sales businesses. They were 
then among the principals in Emdeko International, Inc., an 
organization involved in the marketing of appliances, housewares, 
and other merchandise. During their years with Emdeko, the 
Biglers received compensation of approximately $60,000.00 per 
year, plus various benefits. 
4. Commencing in 1976, Jet-Star began investigating various 
franchise automobile service and maintenance operations. 
5. In July 1977 Jet-Star acquired a franchise from Arctic 
Circle to operate a Minit Lube center in Provo, Utah. This 
center was subsequently sold to Arctic Circle. 
6. The defendant Revco is a general partnership created 
under an agreement of partnership between Jet-Star and New Century, 
dated October 5, 1978 (Exhibit D-l). The agreement of partnership 
was prepared at the direction of Jet-Star. 
NEW CENTURY V. REVCO PAGE THREE FINDINGS & CONCLUSIONS 
7. Since the date of i t s organization, the partners of 
Revco have been the p l a i n t i f f New Century, and the defendant 
Jet-Star. 
8. Revco was created by i t s partners for the purpose 
of operat ing one or more motor v e h i c l e care and maintenance 
f a c i l i t i e s . 
9. Among the provis ions contained in the agreement of 
partnership, Exhibit D-l, are the following: 
a. The i n i t i a l c a p i t a l accounts of the partners 
s h a l l be equ iva lent to the fol lowing in teres t in the capital 
of the partnersh ip: Je t -Star Industr ies - 51%; New Century 
Enterprises - 49%; 
b. The net profits of the partnership shall be divided 
and the net l o s s e s of the partnership s h a l l be borne in the 
fo l lowing proportions: Jet-Star Industries - 51%; New Century 
Enterprises - 49%; 
c. Jet-Star Industries shal l be the managing partner, 
and s h a l l r e c e i v e a management fee for s e r v i c e s rendered to 
the partnership by the managing partner through i t s agents and 
employees; 
d. A l l management fees s h a l l be deducted from the 
net prof i t s of the partnership as an expense thereof in determining 
the partner's distributed shares of the net prof i t s ; 
ITEM "C" 
NEW CENTURY V. REVCO PAGE FOUR FINDINGS & CONCLUSIONS 
e. As managing partner Jet-Star Industries shall 
be responsible for all details concerning the operations of 
the partnership's business or businesses, including the maintaining 
of books and records of account; 
f. New Century Enterprises shall have no voice in 
the management of the partnership business. 
10. The initial and only contributions to the capital 
of the partnership by the partners were: Jet-Star Industries 
- $510.00; New Century Enterprises - $490.00. 
11. Jet-Star and New Century also each loaned Revco $59,000.00. 
12. Revco entered into four standard franchise agreements 
(Exhibits D-3 through D-6) with Arctic Circle, Inc.# each granting 
a franchise to Revco to operate a Minit Lube Center at a designated 
location in Las Vegas, upon the terms and conditions as set 
forth in these agreements. 
13. The only business of the partnership has been the 
operation of the above-described Minit Lube franchises. 
14. The partnership as a franchisee is required to pay 
5% of its net sales to Arctic Circle as a franchise fee and 
10% of its net revenues to Arctic Circle for the development 
and preparation of advertising materials and promotional programs. 
15. Arctic Circle also provides for a fee of 1% of the 
gross sales, accounting and bookkeeping services to the partnership 
ITEM " 
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16. The partnership hired Mr. George Kilmer as the general 
supervisor of the four Minit Lube stores. Mr. Kilmer had been 
associated with the Biglers for a 15 year period, and had worked 
as a janitor, warehouseman, an apartment maintenance man, and 
a service and installation man in various businesses. Mr. Kilmer's 
duties include the day-to-day training and supervision of Revco's 
employees at the centers, maintenance and repair of equipment 
and facilities, customer complaints, compliance with standards 
of appearance and decorum, accumulation of data and filing of 
financial reports with Jet-Star and/or Arctic Circle, training 
and hiring of employees, review of the daily and weekly reports 
prepared by the location managers, verification of inventory, 
and ordering and contracting for supplies and services. 
17. Mr. Kilmer, the general supervisor, is paid approximately 
$30,000.00 a year as a full-time supervisor. 
18. Each of the franchise locations operated by the partnership 
also has its own in-house manager, whose responsibilities include 
hiring and firing of employees, training of employees, overseeing 
day-to-day activities of the employees, building maintenance, 
inventory control, customer relations, preparation of daily 
deposits, and preparation of daily and weekly operation reports. 
19. Jet-Star principally through Mr. Keith Bigler has 
provided the following management services to Revco from 1978-1985: 
supervision and training of George Kilmer; review of bookkeeping 
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and accounting reports provided by the managers, and of reports 
and statements prepared by Arctic Circle; locating sites for 
the various Minit Lubes; negotiating franchise agreements; consulta-
tion and review with Arctic Circle and Mr. Kilmer of the advertising 
and compensation plans for the Minit Lube locations; general 
consultation with Arctic Circle and Minit Lube officials and 
other franchise owners; negotiating with insurance companies; 
contact with applicable government regulatory agencies. Mr. Keith 
Bigler has spent approximately 30 days a year in Las Vegas involved 
in the on-site management of Revco, and eight to ten hours a 
month on the phone to Las Vegas; he has also on an average 
met with Mr. Kilmer another ten to twelve days a year in Salt 
Lake City; he has also spent time with Arctic Circle and Minit 
Lube representatives, and other owners and agents of other fran-
chisees in pursuit of the business of Revco. 
20. Jet-Starfs employees who have provided services to 
the partnership are: Keith Bigler, Peggy Bigler, Wayne Bigler 
and Kathy Slaymaker. Each of the above individuals are members 
of the defendant Keith Bigler's immediate family. Peggy Bigler 
and Kathy Slaymakerfs duties are secretarial in nature. Keith 
Bigler and Wayne Bigler have provided the majority of the management 
services of Jet-Star to the partnership. 
21. No records of time spent by any of the above employees 
of Jet-Star Industries have been kept to substantiate the time 
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expended by Jet-Star Industries on behalf of the partnership 
Revco. 
22. The management fees taken from Revco by Jet-Star were 
not taken out in equal monthly increments, nor were they taken 
in amounts which would represent the management services provided 
by Jet-Star in the months when Jet-Star withdrew management 
fees. 
23. The defendants Jet-Star and Keith Bigler from the 
relevant period from 1978 to the present also owned and operated 
the following businesses: apartment houses located at Redwood 
Road; Woodgate apartments; Sandy apartments; Kenwood Development, 
a limited partnership; Centennial Park; Denver apartments; Monarch 
Enterprises, dba Orange Julius, a franchise operation; Monarch 
Enterprises, dba Arnoldfs Drive In; Amtro Enterprises, Inc., 
a franchise operation; Provo Minit Lube; Universal Video; Amtro 
Video; American Gold; Nitro Green, a franchise operation; Nitro 
Green Las Vegas, a franchise operation; and Fins, Feathers and 
Furs. These businesses invovled significant capital contribution, 
and since many were new businesses during the relevant period, 
demanded concentrated management effort. Mr. Keith Bigler was 
assisted in the management of several of these companies by 
his sons. Jet-Star and/or Keith Bigler received profits and/or 
management fees from the above companies. Neither Jet-Star 
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nor Keith Bigler kept specific records of time spent in the 
management of any of the above operations. 
24. Revcofs gross sales and profits, and Jet-Star Industries' 
management fees, and the profits distributed to the partners 
are set out on Exhibit D-51, and indicate the following summary 
figures: Jet-Star has received as profit over the period 1978 
through 1985 $135,912.00; New Century $131,308.00. The gross 
revenues over the same period were $5,172,138.00. The management 
fees taken by Jet-Star total $194,644.00. Miscellaneous expenses, 
postage, office supplies, use of computer and office machines 
have generally been included in the management fee. Rent and 
telephone charges for 1984 and 1985 were also included in the 
management fee. 
25. The Revco partnership, partly through the efforts 
of Mr. Keith Bigler has made handsome profits during the relevant 
period. 
26. New Century first complained of excessive fees taken 
by Jet-Star from Revco in June 1982. The amount of fees has 
been disputed since that date. 
27. Mr. Keith Bigler spends approximately 40% of his time 
on Revco business. Since he has kept no contemporaneous records 
indicating the nature of his service, nor the hours spent, it 
is difficult to determine the reasonable compensation due for 
these services. The Court in arriving at this fee has considered 
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his general duties, the salary paid to the resident supervisor 
Mr. Kilmer, his last known salary of $60,000.00 a year, and 
the profitability of Revco. The Court finds that in the years 
at issue, 1983, 1984 and 1985, that a reasonable management 
fee should include a payment of $20,000.00 per year to Jet-Star 
Industries for the services rendered by Mr. Keith Bigler. A 
small percentage of time was spent for clerical and accounting 
work by other employees of Jet-Star, and this plus the reasonable 
rental and other services provided by Jet-Star should total 
another $10,000.00 per year. Therefore, the Court finds that 
a reasonable management fee during the years when Revco earned 
siginificant profits, i.e., 1983 through 1985, is $30,000.00 
per year. 
28. The management fees for 1978 through 1982 based upon 
the efforts of Jet-Star and the marginal profitability of the 
company were reasonable at the amounts taken. 
29. Jet-Star Industries has during the relevant period 
sent New Century Enterprises various documents concerning the 
operation and business of Revco, including copies of all agreements 
and leases, depreciation schedules, financial statements for 
each center, the Minit Lube weekly operation summary for each 
center, the Minit Lube weekly sales and deposit summary for 
each center, the semi-monthly Arctic Circle payroll report, 
the federal income tax returns. No accounting to substantiate 
fees taken by Jet-Star for management services was provided. 
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30. For future services rendered to the partnership based 
upon the testimony received, the Court finds that Mr. Keith 
Bigler should be compensated at a rate of $30.00 per hour, and 
that other accounting and clerical work performed by Jet-Star 
employees at the rate of $10.00 per hour. The managing partner 
should keep detailed records of work performed and time spent 
to account to its partner New Century Enterprises for any future 
fees paid to Jet-Star for management services rendered. 
31. Jet-Star has withdrawn excessive management fees from 
the partnership in the years 1983, 1984 and 1985. Accordingly, 
Jet-Star should return to the partnership the sum of $68,550.00 
as and for the excessive management fees withdrawn. This amount 
should be divided between the partners as provided in the partnership 
agreement as to distribution of profits. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. Partners occupy a fiduciary relationship, and must 
deal with each other in the utmost good faith. 
2. Every partner must account to the partnership for 
any benefit, and hold as trustee for the partnership any profits 
wrongfully derived by him from any transaction connected with 
the conduct of the partnership. 
3. The determination of reasonable compensation under 
the partnership agreement is the reasonable value of actual 
services rendered by the managing partner Jet-Star. 
TrpPM "P" 
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4. The defendants Jet-Star Industries and Keith Bigler 
as its President have taken excessive management fees for services 
rendered to Revco. 
5. Jet-Star and Keith Bigler should return to the partnership 
the sum of $68,550,00, which represents the excessive management 
fees taken in 1983, 1984 and 1985. 
6. Jet-Star Industries has an obligation to account to 
its partner, and as such must keep records to substantiate the 
time devoted, and the services rendered by Jet-Star and/or Keith 
Bigler, which the managing partner intends to charge to the 
partnership as a reasonable management fee. If detailed records 
are not kept and provided to New Century Enterprises to substantiate 
the services rendered, then there should in the future be no 
management fee paid by Revco to Jet-Star. 
Dated this 24th day of March, 1986. 
JUDIT& M./BILLINGS (J 
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
TTT?M »n« 
D-s/ 
REVCO 
Statement of Certain Financial Information 
Year 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
Totals 
Gross 
Revenues 
Net 
Profit (loss) 
Before 
$ 12,363 
225,900 
470,004 
709,374 
822,082 
880,339 
1,060,576 
991,500 
» 
$5,172,138 
($ 13,031) 
( 29,400 
5,269 
65,806 
97,935 
149,279 
138,170 
125,171 
$539,199 
Manage-
ment 
Fees*1* 
None 
$ 1,500 
1,500 
7,900 
25,194 
50,000 
62,050 
46,500 
$194,644 
(2) 
Net 
Profit(Loss) 
After 
Management 
FeesW 
($ 13,031) 
( 30,900) 
3,769 
57,906 
72,741 
99,279 
76,120 
(2) 
78,671 
$344,555 
Profit Distribution Loan Repayments (2 
Jet Star 
None 
None 
None 
None 
: 7,806 
58,146 
21,664 
48,296 
New 
$ 
Century 
None 
None 
None 
None 
7,500 
56,591 
30,267 
36,950 
Jet Star 
$ 272 
3,334 
4,382 
18,070 
49,863 
None 
None 
None 
New Centi 
$ 272 
3,334 
4,382 
18,070 
49,863 
None 
None 
None 
$135,912 $131,308 $75,921 $75,921 
(1) Per Federal Income Tax Returns for calendar years 1978 through 1985. 
(2) After adjustment for erroneous deduction of amount paid to New Century as management fee. 
(3) Including Interest. 
MANAGEMENT COMPENSATION STUDY 
Tests of Reasonableness of Fees: 
1. Have the management fees been commensurate with the progress 
of the business without damaging it fiscally? 
Sourcei Revco financial statements 
Resultsi No significant fees were taken until the third 
full year of operationi the second year of net 
profit. Average before-tax net profit has been 
6.7%
 f while allowing controlled growth. 
2. Does the Return on Investment compare favorably with other 
small "service" business investments? ( ROI is generally accepted 
as the most reliable single indicator of business performance.) 
Sourcess Revco financial statements 
Officer Compensation Report 
Sixth Edition 1985-86 
Srowth Resourcesy Inc. 
Resultsi Actual Return on Invested Capital based on Dan 
initial investment of *1000 <*490 New Century, 
•510 Jet Star) or 2)initial investment plus loans 
from the partners totalling *119,000. 
1) 39,614X or 660QX per year, 
2) 3522% or 4?t 1* pgr V»»r-
Typical Actual ROI for service industry business 
of comparable size « 34.5% per year, 
3. Has the business been operated within the guidelines set forth 
by the franchisor with satisfactory results? 
Sourcesi Mr. William Gee 
Exec, vice president, Arctic Circle 
General Manager, Minit Lube 
Mr. Jeffrey O'Neil 
Vice president, Arctic Circle 
Director of Operations, Minit Lube 
Mr. David Neff 
Franchise director, Minit Lube 
Results i Revco has satisfied all Hi nit Lube requirements 
and has operated it's locations within the 
guidelines set forth by Mi nit Lube. 
4. How do operating expenses and profitabilty compare with other 
Minit Lube locations? 
Sourcesi Minit Lube monthly reports 
Interview with Minit Lube executives (see Sources 
•3 above.> 
Resultsi Minit Lube uses a system of cost control which 
designates certain expenses asMcontrollable". 
Revco's management of these expenses has resulted 
in lower costs than the average of all of the 
Western Region locations. 
Profitability of the Revco locations is 
comparable to "company ownedN locations. 
4. How does Jet Star's management fee compare with executive 
compensation in similar size service businesses? 
Sourcess Officer Compensation Report 
Sixth Edition 1985-86 
Growth Resources, Inc. 
Survey of Franchise Executives' Compensation 
Copyright 1981 
International Franchise Association 
"Unreasonable Compensation" 
June 1985 
Small Business Rmport 
Resultsi (see attachment for comparison) 
5. Have the services performed by Jet Star been reasonably 
compensated for? 
-rmrixM II n || 
Opinioni In our experience, affactiva outsida sarvicas 
could not hava baan purchased for a fee 
comparable to the Jet Star fee. Executive pay 
alone would exceed the average annual Jet Star 
fee. Our best estiaate of a reasonable fee is as 
followsi 
Executive pay (Average/yr.) 
1979 1985 
•40,000 #72,000 
x .60 
•43,200 
Executive bonus 40% of net profit above 12.5% 
of total revenue. 
Additional office services (at current 
level of demand) 
-12Z5L 128S 
Accounting c le rk * 4 . 5 0 / h r . • 8 . 0 0 / h r . 
Recept ionist /secretary tS.OO/hr. * 9 . 0 0 / h r . 
A l l d i r e c t expenses such as telephone 
long distance charges, suppl ies, e t c . 
b i l l e d a t cost . Monthly expenses 
used i n normal Revco business t o be 
b i l l e d on a X u t i l i z e d basis.. 
TTF.M " F " 
EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION COMPARISON 
Study Profile Revco 
Browth Resources Study 
(Sample of Companies under #2M) 
Average Sales 716,627.00 721,694.00 
Average After Tax Profit 89,328.00 48,077.00 
Average Profit as X Sales 12.50% 6.66% 
Average Return on Invested Capital 34.50% 49.10% 
Average CEO Ownership 63.10% 51.00% 
Average Base Salary 72,000.00 26,956.00 
Average Bonus * 28,000.00 
Average CEO Total Compensation #95,900.00 #26,956.00 
Franchise Executives'Compensation 
(Sample of Companies under #5M> 
Base Salary 55,350.00 26,956.00 
Cash Bonus 9,820.00 
Deferred 23.23Q.OO 
Total #88,400.00 #26,956.00 
Franchise Executives* Compensation 
(Sample of Companies in West) 
Base Salary 75,320.00 26,956.00 
Cash Bonus 16,680.00 
Deferred 12.16Q.OO 
Total #104,160.00 #26,956.00 
* Average base salary and average bonus, when totalled, do not 
equal average total compensation because not all executives re-
ceived a bonus. 
Tmi?M "TP» 
JET-STAR 
INDUSTRIES, INC. 
MANAGEMENT FEES FORMULA 
GROSS PAY PERSONS % OF TIME 
1260 East Vine Street 
Suite 101 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84121 
(801)262-6611 
YEAR ALLOCATION 
PER MONTH 
1979 40000.00 KEITH 
PEGGY 
60% 2000.00 
300.00 
2300.00 27600.00 
1980 45000.00 KEITH 
PEGGY 
WAYNE 
70% 2625.00 
300.00 
100.00 
3025.00 36300.00 
1981 50000.00 KEITH 
WAYNE 
PEGGY 
70% 
15% 
3000.00 
275.00 
400.00 
3675.00 44100.00 
1982 55000.00 
24600.00 
12000.00 
KEITH 
WAYNE 
KATHY 
70% 
20% 
30% 
3200.00 
400.00 
300.00 
3900.00 46800.00 
1983 60000.00 
25000.00 
12000.00 
KEITH 
WAYNE 
KATHY 
JUDE 
PEGGY 
70% 
20% 
30% 
3500.00 
400.00 
300.00 
100.00 
4300.00 51600.00 
1984 60000.00 
28800.00 
12000.00 
10200.00 
KEITH 
WAYNE 
KATHY 
JUDE 
RENT 
PHONES 
MISC. 
70% 
25% 
40% 
3500.00 
600.00 
400.00 
100.00 
400.00 
50.00 
50.00 
S/co-cv t>iw°o 
1985 60000.00 
28500.00 
12000.00 
KEITH 
WAYNE 
KATHY 
RENT 
PHONES 
MISC 
60% 
15% 
30% 
3000.00 
350.00 
300.00 
400.00 
50.00 
• 50.00 
4150.00 49800.00 
COMPUTATION OF REASONABLE MANAGEMENT COMPENSATION 
Prepared from opinion of Robert Darling. Adndm at Item "E". 
1979 1980 
1. Est. of reason-
able compensation 
for Keith 40,000 45,330 
2. Percent of time 
devoted to manage-
ment of Revco by 
Keith. Adndm at 
Item "F". 
3. Total 
4. Bonus 
5. Total compensa-
tion for Keith 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 
50,660 56,000 61,330 66,660 72,00i 
60% 70% 70% 70% 70% 70% 60! 
24,000 31,730 35,460 39,200 42,930 46,660 43,201 
6. Acctg Clerk 
7. No. of Hours. 
Adndm at Item 
8. Total compensa-
tion for acctg. 
Clerk. 
9. Recept/Secretary 
10. No. of Hours. 
Adndm at Item 
"F". 
11. Total compensa-
tion for recept/ 
sec'y 
12. Sum of lines 5, 
8 and 11 
24,000 31,730 
4.50 5.08 
35,460 39,200 42,930 46,660 43,20( 
5.66 6.26 6.84 7.42 8.00 
300 400 400 500 30( 
5.00 5.67 
1,700 2,500 2,740 3,700 2,40( 
6.34 7.01 7.68 8.34 9.00 
600 600 800 60( 
24,000 31,730 
4,200 4,600 6,670 5,40C 
37,160 45,900 50,270 57,030 51,00C 
MAILING CERTIFICATE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 12th day of January, 1987, I 
mailed four copies of the BRIEF OF APPELLANTS by depositing the 
same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed to: 
Robert W. Hughes 
HUGHES, RUSSELL & McPhee 
1000 Valley Tower 
50 West Broadway 
Salt Lake City, Utah 8^13-27-^ 
